Reversible dementias.
The causes of potentially reversible dementia syndromes are legion, as many perturbations of body chemistry can lead to dysfunction of higher cortical function, including the chemical interventions we call medication. It is vital for the cautious clinician to take a painstaking history to develop a differential diagnosis of potential causally related reversible phenomena. This, coupled with an extensive examination and a widecast net of serological, and when appropriate, cerebrospinal, electrophysiologic, and neuroimaging studies can increase the potential for discovering these mimics of the primary neurodegenerative dementias. While some cases of reversible dementia will be obvious from history and physical and only require a few confirmatory tests or even just a trial of treatment (or often, discontinuation of a suspect treatment), it is worthwhile to perform more extensive work-up in cases of dementia, as the costs to allowing our patients to remain in an incapacitated, possibly progressive, state of disability far outweigh the costs of ruling out reversible causes. This chapter provides a lengthy, though by no means exhaustive, review of etiologies and work-up for the currently recognized reversible dementias.